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ABSTRACT: One challenge in studying high-temperature superconductivity
(HTSC) stems from a lack of direct experimental evidence linking lattice
inhomogeneity and superconductivity. Here, we apply synchrotron hard X-ray
nanoimaging and small-angle scattering to reveal a novel micron-scaled ribbon phase
in optimally doped Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ (Bi-2212, with δ = 0.1). The morphology of the
ribbon-like phase evolves simultaneously with the dome-shaped TC behavior under
pressure. X-ray absorption studies show that the increasing of TC is associated with
oxygen-hole redistribution in the CuO2 plan, while TC starts to decrease with
pressure when oxygen holes become immobile. Additional X-ray irradiation
experiments reveal that nanoscaled short-range ordering of oxygen vacancies could
further lower TC, which indicates that the optimal TC is aﬀected not only by an
optimal morphology of the ribbon phase, but also an optimal distribution of oxygen
vacancies. Our studies thereby provide for the ﬁrst time compelling experimental
evidence correlating the TC with micron to nanoscale inhomogeneity.

O

using hard X-ray synchrotron nanoimaging19,20 and small-angle
scattering techniques, we report a newly discovered micronscaled ribbon phase coexisting with the main bulk structure in
a Bi-2212 single crystal. We further apply pressure and strong
X-ray irradiation to monitor how TC responds to the evolution
of the ribbon phase. These measurements serve as clean means
to study the correlation between TC and inhomogeneity
without introducing any other chemical changes. By contrast,
the commonly used doping methods would simultaneously

ptimal inhomogeneity has been regarded as crucial for
achieving the maximal TC in YBa2Cu3O6+y1−6 and other
high-temperature superconductors,7−12 which, however, lacks
direct experimental evidence. Among diﬀerent cuprate families,
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ (Bi-2212, with δ = 0.1) is one of the most
studied systems for understanding inhomogeneity and its
eﬀects on the electronic structure.13 The nanoscale electronic
and topological inhomogeneity of Bi-2212 have been widely
investigated for decades by many techniques, such as angular
resolved X-ray photoemission and scanning tunneling electron
microscopy.14−18 However, direct experimental evidence
linking structural inhomogeneity and TC remain to be
established, which hinders our understanding of the mechanism of high-temperature superconductivity (HTSC). Here, by
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Figure 1. Contrast images from monochromatic submicron X-ray diﬀraction at 0.54 GPa. (a) Schematic experimental setup, where monochromatic
X-ray of 20 keV is focused to ∼0.4 μm, and a Pilatus detector is ﬁxed with 2θ = 13° in a horizontal scattering plane. (b) A typical diﬀraction pattern
shows the (02̅0) base peak and the accompanying modulation peaks. (c) Three additional diﬀraction peaks (from the ribbon phase) that overlap
with the main peaks appear when the sample is rotated along the ω-axis. (d) Contrast maps obtained from the ROI (range of interest) at three
diﬀerent angles, displaying a micrometre ribbon-like phase embedded in the modulated structure of single-crystal Bi-2212. The size of each map is
40 μm × 80 μm (V × H).

Figure 2. Contrast images for diﬀerent diﬀraction peaks at various pressures and their sum. The morphology of the ribbon-like phase changes at
three diﬀerent stages: First, below 3.14 GPa, the ribbon-like pattern remains roughly the same, which is named as morphology phase I; Second,
between 5.74 to 8.81 GPa, the ribbon-like phase appears to merge partially and the widths for some of the ribbons get broadened, which is denoted
as morphology phase II. Finally, above 11.4 GPa, the ribbon-like phase widely disperses into the modulated structure, and they are no longer
distinguishable from the contrast maps, which is morphology phase III. The maps in the last column are obtained by summing up the maps from
diﬀerent diﬀraction peaks. The size of each map is 40 μm × 80 μm (V × H).

change the chemistry, lattice inhomogeneity, and carrier
concentration, thereby making it diﬃcult to determine which
parameter dominates the change of superconductivity. Our
results not only reveal a direct link between optimal TC and
optimal inhomogeneity, but also demonstrate that hard-X-ray
synchrotron nanoprobe could be a powerful tool to investigate
lattice inhomogeneity and its implication to HTSC.
Discovery of a Ribbon Phase in Bi-2212. To disclose potential
structure inhomogeneity in single-crystal samples and its
evolution with pressure, we ﬁrst apply the diﬀraction-contrast
imaging technique, which is a typical method for transmission
electron microscope and synchrotron X-ray. Figure 1 shows
the X-ray diﬀraction measurements at 0.44 GPa, where a twodimensional (2D) detector is placed at the Bragg angle of the
(0, 2̅, 0) plane.21 According to Bragg’s law, in principle, only
the (0, 2̅, 0) diﬀraction peak should be observed (Figure 1a).
In actual experiments, however, there also exists three
additional modulation peaks, (0, 2.21, 0), (0, 1.79, 0), and

(0, 1.58, 0), as the thin sample would result in elongated
diﬀraction rods in the reciprocal space. The elongated
diﬀraction rods could be partially truncated by a 2D detector
even away from the Bragg conditions,22 similar to the zone-axis
diﬀraction pattern from transmission electron microscopes.
The observed 0.21b* incommensurate modulation has been
commonly reported in Bi-2212 (Figure S-1c). Although its
origin from either misﬁt strain18,21,23 or excess oxygen
dopant24 is under debate, this lattice modulation has recently
been associated with the modulation of superconducting
gaps,14 revealing the eﬀect of speciﬁc lattice modulation on the
superconducting CuO2 layers. Based on diﬀraction experiments, Castellan et al. have suggested that the modulation is
associated with 2D domains in single-crystal samples, implying
structural inhomogeneity in Bi-2212.25
When the sample is rotated about the ω-axis from 0 to 7.4°
(the limit of our high-pressure diamond anvil cell opening), we
observe remarkably intense diﬀraction peaks (0, 2.21, 0), (0, 2̅,
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Figure 3. Results of small angle scattering measurements at high pressures. (a) Small-angle scattering intensity (in log scale) as a function of q
measured at various pressures. The labeled peaks indicated in numeric form are caused by the presence of domains. (b) Peak-ﬁtting of position (q)
and width of peak 1 (more details are shown in Figure S-4). (c) The pressure evolution of positions (q) and widths for peaks 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5.
Temperature-dependent electrical resistance Rab of Bi-2212 single crystal up to 4.5 GPa as show in Figure S-3a, and the corresponding values of TC
are given in Table S-1. The plot indicates a critical transition pressure ∼3.8 GPa, which coincides with the pressure range of optimal TC shown in
panel d.

the modulated structure, and they are no longer distinguishable
from the contrast maps. We call the phase in morphology III.
As the spatial resolution of the imaging experiment is about 1
μm, information on nanoscale inhomogeneity is limited. We
thereby further apply small-angle scattering to investigate
possible submicron or nanoscale domains.
Figure 3a,b displays small-angle scattering results with X-ray
beam parallel to the crystal c-axis. Peaks in the diﬀraction
proﬁle are associated with domain structures. In Figure 3c, the
position of peak 1 is 0.00969 nm−1, and its full width at halfmaximum is 0.00178 nm−1 . The position and width
respectively represent the averaged size ∼2π/0.00969 nm =
648 nm and coherence length ∼2π/0.00178 nm = 3.5 μm of
2D domains in the ab plane at 2.55 GPa. At higher pressure,
the domain size is increased roughly to 692 nm at 3.10 GPa,
768 nm at 3.54 GPa, and 917 nm at 4.54 GPa; it is then
slightly decreased to 887 nm at 5.65 GPa. Meanwhile, the
averaged coherence length is also increased roughly from 3.8
μm at 3.10 GPa and to 3.9 μm at 3.54 GPa, but it suddenly
drops to ∼2.0 μm at 4.35 and 5.65 GPa. The changes in
domain size and coherence length with pressure show a clear
critical transition pressure at ∼3.8 GPa, which is consistent
with the morphology transition pressure of the ribbon phase.
Since both the imaging and scattering measurements have
indicated a critical pressure around ∼3.8 GPa, and the ribbon
phase is the only domain structure observed in imaging
measurements, the ribbon phase is likely the main cause for the
peaks observed in small-angle scattering. Although the width of
the ribbon phase (∼1−2 μm) is not exactly equivalent to the
domain size (∼600−900 nm) in scattering measurements, the
imaging technique has a spatial resolution ∼1−2 μm, so it
cannot resolve any submicron feature. This also explains why
the ribbon width in imaging experiments always remains as 1−
2 μm below 3.14 GPa, since the actual ribbon width is smaller
than the experimental resolution. On the other hand, the size
of the domain keeps increasing in small-angle scattering
measurements with pressure. We note that the change in
morphology of the ribbon phase more precisely coincides with
the change in coherence length of the domains above the
optimal pressure at ∼3.8 GPa.
Link between Optimal TC and Optimal Inhomogeneity. To
further study the connection between superconductivity and
the ribbon phase, we compare its morphological evolution and
the corresponding change in TC with pressure. As shown in
Figure 3d, an intriguing coincidence exists: Below ∼3.8 GPa,

0), and (0, 1.79, 0) at 7.4, 5.84, and 1.84°, respectively. These
three peaks must arise from diﬀerent domains or phases in the
single-crystal Bi-2212 sample, whose diﬀraction peaks are
overlapped with those from the main modulation phase. The
domain structures revealed by the nanoimaging contrast maps
are displayed in Figure 1d. Obtained from the ROI (region of
interest) of the (0, 2.21, 0) peak, the contrast map shows a
micron-scale ribbon-like phase that intercalates with the
modulated structure at 7.4 degrees. The ribbon phase has
irregular closed-circle shapes with a width about 1−2 μm. For
the (0, 1.79, 0) and (0, 2̅, 0) peaks, the contrast maps also
show similar ribbon phases at 5.84 and 1.84 degrees,
respectively. However, the maps from the (0, 1.58, 0) peak
do not show a ribbon morphology.
We note that the ribbon phase does not have a structural
modulation, or otherwise the same phase would contribute to
diﬀraction peaks overlapping with all the peaks at (0, 2.21, 0),
(0, 2̅, 0), (0, 1.79, 0), and (0, 1.58, 0), and it would appear in all
the contrast maps simultaneously. Therefore, the ribbon-like
pattern indicates a new phase distinct from the modulated
structure of Bi-2212. The ribbons also have diﬀerent
orientations, as they appear at diﬀerent angles. Furthermore,
the ribbon phases observed at diﬀerent angles do not interfere
with each other, suggesting that they are spatially separated
and exist at diﬀerent depths along the crystal c-axis. These
observations of the ribbon phase are consistent with the 2D
domains in single-crystal Bi-2212 as suggested by Castellan et
al.25 X-ray ﬂuorescence microscopy measurements (Figure S2) have further conﬁrmed that the ribbon phase is associated
with lattice inhomogeneity, instead of ﬂuctuation in the
chemical composition of ions. Previous soft X-ray14−17 and
low-energy hard X-ray measurements in reﬂection geometry18
failed to detect these phases, possibly due to limited probe
penetration depth.
Evolution of the Ribbon Phase with Pressure. To study the
overall morphology of the ribbons, we sum up the contrast
maps of the same diﬀraction peak from all orientations into
one contrast image, as shown in Figure 2. Below 3.14 GPa, the
morphology and width of the ribbon remain; only the size of
the circular shape reduces with increasing pressure. We name
the morphology or ribbon phase in this pressure range as
morphology I. From 5.74 to 8.81 GPa, the ribbon phase
appears to merge partially and some of the ribbons broaden to
5−10 μm, which is denoted as morphology II. When pressure
exceeds 11.40 GPa, the ribbon phase widely spreads out into
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altered by pressure above ∼3.8 GPa, the planar oxygen-hole
density becomes immobile and TC starts to decrease. To
further investigate the impact of oxygen holes on HTSC, we
study how TC varies with oxygen vacancies at high pressure, by
exposing strong X-ray irradiation on Bi-2212 to induce shortrange oxygen ordering.27
Figure 5 shows ambient-pressure coherent imaging measurements on samples without and with X-ray irradiation. X-ray
irradiation can cause nanoscale short-range ordering of oxygen
vacancies.27 Our transport measurements on the irradiated
sample show that short-range oxygen vacancy ordering would

the morphology I of the ribbon phase stays, and TC is
enhanced from 89 to 93.6 K at a rate of ∼1 K/GPa. Above
∼3.8 GPa, the morphology II of the ribbons starts to change,
and TC drops to 91 K at a rate of ∼3.25 K/GPa.
To study how the electronic structure changes with pressure,
we also measure Cu K-edge X-ray absorption (XAS) spectra
with ab-plane light polarization at high pressure (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Cu K-edge X-ray absorption near-edge spectra on singlecrystal Bi-2212 at high pressure with light polarization being normal
to the c-axis [top panel] and parallel to the c-axis [bottom panel]. The
spectra are normalized with the pre-edge constant backgrounds being
subtracted. Peak A is related to Cu 1s to 3d quadruple transition, and
its intensity does not change with pressure, showing that the Cu hole
density remains the same at diﬀerent pressure points. Peaks B and C−
D are respectively due to multiple scatterings with La/Sr atoms and
with oxygen in the square CuO2 planes. The decrease in peak C and
D’s intensity with pressure should result from a pressure-induced inplane oxygen hole density redistribution. The results suggest that in
morphology phase I, the increasing of TC with pressure is associated
with the redistribution of oxygen holes.

Peak A is related to Cu 1s to 3d quadruple transition, while
Peaks B and C−D are due to respectively multiple scatterings
with La/Sr atoms and with oxygen in the CuO2 planes.26 As
peak A does not change with pressure, the Cu hole density
most likely remains the same in our measurements. Peaks C
and D, however, decrease with pressure. This should result
from hole density redistribution among the in-plane oxygen
atoms, which dominates the increasing of TC in morphology I.
However, once pressure is above ∼3.8 GPa when the
morphology changes from I to II, the oxygen holes stop
changing, and TC also starts to decrease.
From the above measurements, we could conclude that the
optimal TC of B-i2212 must be closely tied to an optimal
morphology of ribbon phase, i.e., morphology I, while oxygen
holes are mobile in the CuO2 plane. The increasing of TC with
pressure in morphology I could be simply understood by an
enhanced charge carrier density by compression. However,
once the optimal inhomogeneity pattern or morphology is

Figure 5. X-ray coherent imaging measurements on nonirradiated and
irradiated Bi-2212 samples, and their TC pressure evolution. (a)
Coherent phase contrast image from single-crystal Bi-2212. (b)
Coherent phase contrast image from Bi-2212 after 6000 s exposure to
X-ray irradiation, which induces short-range nanoscale ordering. The
size of the images is roughly 90 × 90 nm2. (c) TC as a function of
pressure for (blue) Irradiated, (red) Non-irradiated samples. The
values of TC are listed in Table S-1 and also in Figure S-3. Nanoscale
inhomogeneity of the radiated sample directly aﬀects the TC, but the
optimal pressure occurs still in the range 3−4 GPa, where the ribbon
phase starts to change its morphology.
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lower TC even if the Bi-2212 is in the optimal morphology I.
This suggests that the optimal TC is tied to not only an optimal
morphology of ribbon phase, but also an optimal distribution
of oxygen vacancies (or oxygen holes). Change in either of
them will reduce the optimal TC.
Although it remains challenging to make a conclusive
statement about the origin of the ribbon phase, we speculate
that the ribbon phase could originate from inhomogeneous
ligand hole distribution, especially in an oxygen-poor regime,
since it is not sensitive to X-ray irradiation (see discussion
below) and low temperature.25 The oxygen-poor ribbon phase
and the oxygen-enriched regime form the conditions for
granular superconductors. When pressure changes the
inhomogeneity, the competition between pairing interaction
and phase coherence then leads to a dome-shaped TC.
Our results support the theoretical ideas of granular or
percolative superconductivity and optimal inhomogeneity.28−31 Granular superconductivity occurs when microscopic
superconducting grains are separated by nonsuperconducting
regions, while macroscopic superconductivity is established
through Josephson tunneling between the grains.29 For optimal
inhomogeneity, inhomogeneous coupling could increase the
pairing gap, but it would suppress the phase coherence above
an optimal degree.32,33
Finally, we note that the critical pressure for achieving
maximal TC and the TC itself both can vary with diﬀerent Bi2212 samples.34−36 These results indicate that sample-speciﬁc
and potentially material-speciﬁc inhomogeneity are strongly
correlated with the behavior of superconductivity. Searching
for optimal inhomogeneity could thereby be a key to designing
new higher-TC compounds.
We have conclusively revealed a strong link between optimal
TC and optimal inhomogeneity involving the morphology of a
newly discovered ribbon phase and the distribution of oxygen
holes/vacancies in Bi-2212 single crystals. Therefore, our
results provide compelling evidence to support the ideas of
optimal inhomogeneity,28−33 and challenge theories assuming
only homogeneities in HTSC.

T301 stainless steel gasket with cubic boron nitride/epoxy
mixture powder inserts were used as a gasket. Si oil was used as
a pressure medium, and a ruby scale was used to determine the
pressure. Four thin gold probes were attached to the samples
with silver glue for measuring the resistance.
High-Pressure X-ray Absorption Measurements. The highpressure Cu K-edge X-ray absorption (XAS) measurements
were performed at Sector 20 BM-B at Advanced Photon
Source, Argonne National Laboratory. Single-crystal Bi-2212
samples were mounted in a pressure cell with nanocrystalline
diamond anvils. The XAS spectra were measured in the total
ﬂuoresce yield mode, with a light polarization in the crystal a−
b plane. The XAS spectra were normalized with a standard
procedure by subtracting the pre-edge constant backgrounds.
X-ray Diff raction Small-Angle Scattering Measurements. The
experiments were performed at sector 11 coherent hard X-ray
(CHX) beamline of NSLS-II, Brookhaven National Laboratory. Incident X-rays at 12.8 keV energy were focused down
to ∼0.5 μm. The single-crystal sample was aligned with the caxis nearly parallel to the incident X-ray beam. A 4 M Eiger
Pixel Array Detector was set at 2θ = 0 degrees and 4 m away
from the sample in a horizontal scattering plane. The data were
taken by the pixel array detector with a beam-stop. For each
collected set of data, the collection time was 900 s. The 1-D
diﬀraction patterns were generated by integrating the intensity
on the 2D detector as a function of scattering vector q (nm−1).
Transmission Coherent Imaging Measurements. The experiments were conducted on single-crystal Bi-2212 at ambient
pressure at the X-ray Nanodiﬀraction beamline 21A of the
Taiwan Photon Source (TPS) and some preliminary x-ray
absorption, emission, resonant inelastic x-ray scattering study
were also done at the beamline BL12XU/SPring-8 of National
Synchrotron Radiation Research Center, Taiwan, National
Synchrotron Radiation Research Center (NSRRC). A white Xray beam with an energy range of 5−30 keV was used. The Xray beams were focused to 90 × 90 nm (H × V), and a Pilatus
100 K detector located at 4 m after focus point was used to
collect coherent images.

■

■

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Bi2212 Single Crystals. The nearly optimally doped single
crystals Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ (with δ = 0.1 and TC = 91 K at 1
bar) were grown by one of the coauthors (Genda Gu) with the
conventional ﬂoating-zone technique and have been used in a
number of previous studies.
X-ray Dif fraction Imaging Measurements. The experiments
were performed at sector 2-ID-D of the Advanced Photon
Source, Argonne National Laboratory. Incident X-rays at 20
keV energy were focused down to ∼0.4 μm. The sample was
aligned with the c-axis nearly parallel to the incident X-ray
beam. A 100 K Pilatus CCD detector was set at 2θ = 13
degrees and 1.5 m away from the sample in a horizontal
scattering plane. The data were taken at angles equal to 7.4,
5.84, and 1.84 degrees about the ω-axis, respectively. For each
collected set of data, the raster step size was set to 0.5 μm. The
diﬀraction contrast maps were generated by plotting the
intensity of the diﬀraction peaks of interest as a function of its
raster coordinates, where the X-ray diﬀraction data was taken.
In the high-pressure measurements, single-crystal Bi-2212 was
loaded with a ruby sphere (as a pressure standard) and Si oil
(as a pressure transmission medium).
High-Pressure Transport Measurements. Electric resistance
was measured with a standard four-probe-electrode circuit. A
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■

Additional details about the crystal structure of Bi-2212
with incommensurate modulation, chemical elemental
mapping, temperature-dependent electrical resistance
Rab of nonirradiated and irradiated Bi-2212 single
crystals at selected pressures, and peak ﬁtting analysis
of small-angle scattering experimental data (PDF)
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